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AiSTRACT.

This study analyzes the tectonic processes and events that may have an impact on
the design and performance of waste packages and the engineeredbarrier system -' X
during the postclosure time period. The tectonic processes considered in this - U -
study are igneous intrusion, faulting,'ground motion, folding, and deformation'
caused by minor slip on closely spaced planes.;-. This'study.will analyze and.
integrate the data collected by several other studies to provide estimates of
the probability and magnitude of tectonic processes and events that could affect
waste packages, and an analysis of the.nature of credible tectonic processes and
events relative to waste package performance. _The analyses generated by-this
study-will be used in the design of the underground repository and engineered
barrier system, and to assess the performance of the waste packages duiing the
postclosure time period.
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STUDY PLAN FOR ANALYSIS OF WASTE PACKAGE RUPTURE DUE TO -
TECTONIC PROCESSES AND EVENTS

ez

A.

1.0 1UTRODUCTION

'1.1 Contents of the Study Plan

This study plan describes the scope and methodology for seven activities to be
performed on the Project as part of the Postclosure Tectonics Program of the
Project Site Characterization Plan (SCP). They are designed to develop an .
understanding of the tectonic processes and events that could result in
failure of the waste packages.

The seven study plan activities are:

Activity 6.3.1.8.2.1.1:

Activity e.3.1.6.2.1.2:

Assessment of waste package rupture due
to igneous intrusion

Calculation of the number of waste
packages intersected by a fault

Activity 6.3.1.8.2.1.3:

Activity 8.3.1.8.2.1.4:

Activity 8.3.1.8.2.1.5:

Probability and rate of faulting,

Assessment of waste package rupture due
to faulting.-,.:, ... ,..

Assessment of postclosure ground motion in
the subsurface

Activity 8.3.1.8.2.1.6:

Activity 8.3.1.8.2.1.7:

Nature, age, and rate of folding and
deformation in the repository horizon.

Assessment of waste package rupture due
to folding and deformation

t.� .�.,

r
�v.

V.- �
,.-.
� -A'

The number designations (e.g., 8.3.1.8.2.1) used throughout this plan follow-
the numbering system used in the SCP and serve as references to specifXic
sections of it.

The objectives of the study and the regulatory rationale and justification for
the proposed work are presented in Sectioni,l.^.Introduction...

The technical rationale and justification for the study are presented in
Section 2.- In this section the proposed approach to the study, study plan. '.

.alternatives, and study plan constraints are discussed, along with a rationale
and justification for each of the study plan activities.; Data requirements ';<-,..'--
are'identified for these activities., - . , . X

8.3.1.8. 21: D . - -J . X .. 1<. 5 _ - Rev. 0 -o10-Sep-1992
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Descriptions of the plans for each activity 
are presented in Section 3. The

descriptions include the proposed technical 
approach for each activity,

proposed test methods and analyses, key parameters, 
and performance goals.o.L-,'-4

Alternative test and analysis methods are summarized, 
and cross

references/interfaces are indicated for quality 
assurance (QA) grading and

technical procedures. The SCP (DOE,' 1988)' describes the technical rationale

of the overall site characterization program 
and provides a general'.

description of the activities described in detail 
in Section 3 of this study,

plan. --

Application of the results of the study is 
summarized in Section 4, study and'.-.

activity schedules and milestones are presented 
in Section 5, and a study plan'-

reference list is presented in Section 6. 
Supporting QA documents are

contained in Appendix A.

1.2 Purpose of the Study Plan

Studies are to be conducted as part of the 
Yucca Mountain Project to provide

geologic and other scientific information 
to evaluate the suitability of the

Yucca Mountain, Nevada, site for development as a high-level nuclear waste.- 
:

repository and the ability of the mined 
geologic disposal system (MGDS) to

isolate the waste in compliance with regulatory req.irements. In particular,

the Project is designed to acquire information for the U. S. Department of

Energy (DOE) to demonstrate in an Environmental 
Imzact Statement and license

application that the MGDS will meet the requirements of federal regulations 10

CFR Part 60 and 40 CFR Part 191..

This study plan is part of a hierarchy of 
documents that define the DOE's -

plans for site characterization.and provide 
a basis for making management

decisions on the conduct of the site characterization 
program. :.The baseline

for the site characterization is Site-Characterization 
Program Baseline'.,'':: a'.'

(SCPB) (DOE, 1991). Study plans are prepared to satisfy U.S. 
Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) requests for more detailed descriptions 
of the

studies described in the SCP and SCPB and 
to provide an additional basisfor

the review of planned work by the NRC and 
other agencies.

1.3 Objective of the Studv 
. . rc .

. _

J,;f4i

The objective of the study is to provide the 
data necessary for an analysis

and assessment of repository performance with 
respect to the possibility of

tectonic processes and events adversely affecting 
the lifetime of waste

packages by rupturing or unacceptable deformation. 
.

The study will utilize data gathered by studies 
in this and other programs'for -

the required analyses and assessments. The general information required to.

accomplish the objectives of this study is identified 
in SCP Section ..-.

8.3.1.8.2.1-and summarized in Section 3 of this 
study plan. The study '

activities will synthesize and compile.these 
data into a form such that the

necessary'assessmentszcan be performed. ;..These 
assessments will be made.in;.` -.-,

order' toevaluate the following performance parameters: 
. '

o: Probability of igneous intrusion penetrating 
the repository.

;. i3 . 1 .8 2 1 0 - 6e v 0 10 S e p 1 20

~ a.* 4. , a'

.. 1
I.

4 I

, 1
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o Effects of igneous intrusion penetrating the repository. 
'

o Effects of faulting and number of waste packages 
affected by a fault

penetrating the repository.-'

o Probability of faulting in a 1,000 year time 
period with displacement-,

over 5 cm in the repository.

o Expected ground motion at emplacement boreholes 
in a l,000-year

period.

o Rate of deformation due to folding or distributed 
shearing in

the repository horizon.

For each of the activities, separate reports will be prepared at the

conclusion of the work that will contain

o Summaries of the data from which calculations 
and evaluations

were made.

o The assumptions, theories, methods, and calculations used in

data reduction and analysis.

o Discussion and assessment of the assumptions 
and uncertainties

inherent in the data and their reduction...

o Conclusions on the performance parameters listed 
above.

1.4 Reaulato:v Rationale and Justification

The overall regulatory-technical relations between 
the SCP design and

performance informational needs and the data 
collected in this study are

described in the pcstclosure tectonics program 
(SCP Section 8.3.1.8) and the

issue resolution strategies (SCP Section 8.3.5).

The main regulatory requirements that this study is intended to aid in

addressing are 10 CFR 60.113(a) (1)(i) and 10 CFR 60.113(a)(1)(ii)(A & B),

which state that:-

The engineered barrier system shall be designed 
so that assuming

anticipated'processes and events:.' (A) Containment 
of HLW will be' "".&atus.>. m

substantially complete during the period when radiation and thermal

conditions in the engineered barrier system are dominated by fission

product decay; and (B) any release of radionuclides from the..

engineered barrier system shall be a gradual 
process which results

in small fractional releases to the geologic 
setting over long

times... (ii) In satisfying the preceding requirement, 
the engineered

barrier system shall be designed, assuming anticipated 
processes and

events, so that: (A), Containment of ILW within the waste packages',--:

will be'substantially complete for a period 
to be determined by the ;

Commission taking into account the factors specified in 60.113(b)' ;

provided, that such period shall not be less than 300 years nor more'---; -

8.3.1.8.2.1 - 7 - Rev. 0 10-Sep-1992
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than 1,000 years after permanent closure of the geologic
repository; and (B) The release rate of any radionuclide from the
engineered barrier system following the containment period shall not
exceed one part in 100,000 per year of the inventory of that
radionuclide calculated to be present at 1,000 years following
permanent closure... .i.

.. ,

i.
,-

The goal of the activities in this study is to provide information on those
tectonic processes and events that should be considered 'anticipated" and to
provide information on the nature and probability of any anticipated tectonic
process or event for use in waste package design and performance assessments.
The study will also provide information that can be used in the design of the
Engineered Barrier System to mitigate the effects of anticipated processes and
events.

Initiating Events. The SCP (SCP
initiating events tor processes) that
they were to occur during the period i
substantially complete containment. !

Table B.3 1.B-2a) identified four tectonic
could lead to waste package failure if -
when the waste packages must provide -
rhese initiating events are I

o Igneous intrusion penetrating the repository.

o Offset on one or more faults penetrating the repository.

c Ground motion at the repository horizon.

o Folding or distributed shear in the repository horizon.

The activities in this study are designed to evaluate the likelihood of these
initiating events durino the first 300 to l,000 years of the postzlosure period
and the nature of these initiating events if they should occur. The need to
consider these initiating events is derived from the potentially adverse
conditions listed in 10 CFR 60.122(c){1l), (12), (13), (14), and (15).- For the
initiating events considered in this study, the possibility of integrated or
coupled processes that might interact must also be considered.

Regional uplift and subsidence are not considered credible processes -.at could
lead to waste package failure. The only conceivable mechanism by whic.. uplift
could lead to waste package failure is the occurrence of extreme rates of
uplift, which could lead to the exposure of waste packages through erosional
processes. This process is considered sepa.ately in Investigation 8.3.l.6.3.'

i ; C-, t.

% '''&-.-

8.3.1.8.2.1
p

'I
1' �I
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2.0 RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY

This section provides an overview and justification of the study.

2.1 Rationale for the Pr:Dosed Studv

This study relies on data and information collected by other investigations-in.
order to carry out the planned analyses. Therefore, integration and scheduling
with other studies is critical to the successful completion of this
investigation. It is recognized that the data gathering studies may not always
be able to provide the information anticipated in the preparation of the plan
for this study. Should the form c: content of data available to this study be
such that the approaches described in this plan can not be implemented, a review
will be made of the data and alternative approaches that are available and a
revision to the study plan will be prepared.

2.1.1 Approach

The overall approach of the postclosure tectonics program is to first consider
the elements of the repository system that could be affected by tectonic
processes and events le.g., the waste package). These elements become the
subject of individual studies in the program. After potentially affected
repository elements are identified, the tectonic processes that cculd affect
those elements are identified (e.g., faulting, folding, ground motion, igneous
intrusion). Specific activities or groups of activities are then constri:ted to
evaluate the probability and magnitude of the tectonic process or events
occurring within distances that could adversely affect the repository element
and the effects of the tectonic process or event on the repository element.
should the process or event occur. The approach used in assessing postclosure
tectonic hazards to the engineered barrier system relies heavily on a
probabilistic approach in assessing the likelihood of the hazard occurring.. A
probabilistic approach is the preferred approach for these types of studies:-
because it allows the evaluation of events that-do not have well-defined source
structures fe.g., fault movement on an undetected fault), addresses
uncertainties in the data, integrates expert opinion, identifies significant
input parameters and areas requiring additional work, assesses the impact of new
data and theories, and aids in decision making.

The activities are focused -n specific performance concerns by postulating
specific initiating events .at could lead to unacceptable performance of a
repository element or the repository system. The initiating events are then
evaluated to design an approach that can be used in the activity to evaluate the
tectonic process or event and determine the type of data required to complete
the analysis and assessment.

The overall approach in the SCP is to define issues related to the determination
of site suitability and then to identify Performance Measures and Performance.
Parameters that provide guidance on the nature and precision of data required to
complete an assessment. Study Plan 8.3.1.8.2.1 proposes analyses required to.
resolve the performance measure related to the failure of waste packages due to
tectonic events or processes in the postclosure period. Structural deformation

3.1.8.2.1 9~ i;i Rev. 0 10-Sep-1992-
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resulting from tectonic processes such as faulting, uplift, subsidence, or
folding could adversely affect the effective lifetime of the waste packages in
containing the waste. If areas of anticipated potential deformation are found
to be large enough that the requirements for waste package performance can not
be met, the ensuing required changes in repository geometry or design may be,
such that the repository could no longer accommodate the specified volume of
waste (70,000 metric tons of uranium)(Issue 1.11, SCP Table 8.3;2.2-1).

The coal for the performance measure is derived from ccnsiderations discussed in'
Section 8.3.4.2 of the SCP. This section establishes design goals for
rock-induced loads to the waste package, one of which states that less than 0.5
percent of the waste package wall be breached by anticipated tectonic processes
and events that may occur during the first 1,000 years (SCP Table 8.3.4.2-3).
This level is designed to be compatible with the general performance measure for
waste package performance which measures the fraction of containers that have
failed. The performance goal for all modes of container failure is divided into
two time intervals. The goal for the first 300 years after repository closure
is that less than 0.05 percent per year of the total population of emplaced'
ccntainers will fail. The coal for the interval from 300 to 1,000 years after
repository closure is that less than 0.1 percent per year of the total
population cf emplaced containers will fail (SCP page e.3.5.9-35).

Six performance parameters have been defined in SC? Table e.3.X.6-2a to address
the performance measures on usable area SMCP able 6.3.2.2-1) and ccntainment by
the waste package (SCP Table 8.3.5.9-l). These performance parameters are listed
in Section 1.3 of the this Study Plan. --

The types of tectonic initiating events that may affect waste package
performance, and hence will be considered, are surmarized below. The study will
take data gathered by studies in this and other programs and provide an analysis
of the probability of the initiating events and the nature of such events.
relative to waste package performance concerns for use in Issue 1.4 (SC? Section
8.3.5.9) to identify hazards to be considered in assessing waste package
pe:fcrmance, and in Issue 1.11 (SC? Section 8.3.2.2) in assessing layout and
design cf the underground facilities.

The study wall also provide information on the nature of tectonic processes
operating at the site for use by Issue 1.8 (SCP Section 8.3.5.17, NRC siting
criteria) and issue 1.9 ISCP Section 8.3.5.18, Information for higher level
findings--pcstclcsure).

2.2 Rationale and Justification for the Study Plan Activities

2.2.1 Activity 6.3.1.8.2.1.1--Igneous Intrusion 7

The first initiating event considered in this program is the possibility-that,
igneous intrusions penetrating the repository could adversely affect waste ,,-
package performance. This event is similar to the one considered in'
Investigation 8.3.1.8.1, but assumes that the basaltic dikes or sills that might
penetrate the repository do not feed a volcanic vent and do not directly result
in releases at the ground surface. The assessment of this initiating event-will'
be similar to that in Investigation 8.3.1.2.1. The performance parameter goal'.
for the probability of an igneous intrusion penetrating the repository .was '

8.3.1.8.2.1 - 10 - Rev. 0 10-Sep-1992
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selected to be low enough (annual probability less than l0-5) that such a
penetration of the repository in 1,000 years would be a low probability event.

The approach used Activity 6.3.1.8.2.1.1 is to investigate both the probability
of an igneous intrusion penetrating the repository and the resulting effects of
an igneous intrusion on the repository and number of waste packages that could
be affected (performance parameters 1 and 2, SCP Section 8.3.1.B.2).
Evaluation of these parameters was considered to be necessary during site
characterization In order to address concerns of 10 CFR 60.122 (c) (15) with
respect to waste package performance since Quaternary igneous activity is known
to have occurred in the reason although not in the controlled area.
Alternatives to the above approach would include considering the probability of
an intrusion to be one (a deterministic approach) for the purposes of waste
package performance assessment and thereby eliminate the need for site
characterization studies in this area. Such an alternate approach was not
considered to be supportable at .his time because it is judged to be preferable
to have a numerical definition co the risk when making decisions regarding
events that potencially have an extremely low probability of occurrence. A more
detailed discussion of the reasons for preferring a probabilistic approach to
the risk assessment of igneous intrusions is contained in Section 2.4.1 of Study
Plan 8.3.1.e.1.1.

Another alterna:ive approach would be to use different probabilities for
parameter goals in the study. Chancing the parameter goals would have little
effect on the outcome of the study because the goals are only intended to
p:ovide gu.idance on the general level of accuracy to be used in calculating the
values for the parameters. Therefore, changes in the goals would only have an
effect if the changes were very large relative to the current goal.

2.2.2 Activities 6.3.1.6.2.1.2, 8.3.1.6.2.1.3, and 8.3.I.8.2.1.4--Faultin-

These three activities are described together because they are int-errelated.

The second initiating event considers the possibility that failure of waste
packages could occur due to a fault that intersects waste packages and
experiences offset great enough to cause failure through shearing. Activities
8.3.1.8.2.1.2, 8.3.1.8.2.1.3, and 8.3.1.8.2.1.4 will assess this initiating
event and satisfy performance parameters 3 and 4 (SCP Section, 8.3.:.8.2).. The
assessment w'll include calculating (1) the probability that undetected faults
exist at the location of waste emplacement and that faulting with offset. great
enough to cause waste package failure would occur on these faults, and (2) the
number of waste packages that a through-coing fault might intersect. A value. of
5 cm was selected as the performance parameter at which fault displacement
becomes significant over a 1.000 year-period, since at this value it is
anticipated that the 7.6 cm air gap around the waste package would be partially
closed and any additional displacement might result in an undesirable reduction
of the air gap or possible waste package failure.

The basic approach that will be used in the analysis will be to use a
probabilistic assessment to estimate the likelihood that fault offset will
occur at waste emplacement locations. Because it is planned to avoid known
faults with a potential for movement in the selection emplacement, a
probabilistic approach appears to be the only method available to evaluate the

8.3.1.8.2.1 -lev. 0 10-Sep 1992
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hazard of movement on undetected or new faults. The need for the evaluation and
the significance o.f the evaluation will depend on the results of the geologic
mapping of the exploratory drifts in the repository block. If faults can be
demonstrated to be absent in waste emplacement areas at the repository level
with an extremely high degree of confidence, then concerns related to faulting
may not be considered to be signif.icarnt On the evaluation of engineered barrier
system performance.

2.2.3 Activity 8.3.1.8.2.5 -- Ground Motion

The third initiating event considers the possibility that earthquake-induced
ground motion occurring during the postclosure period could cause spalling or
failure in the underground workings that could result in corrosion or mechanical
failure of waste packages due to closure of the air gap around them or movement
of the waste package in the emplacement borehole. The objective of Activity.
8.3.1.e.2.1.5 is to address this initiating event by estimating expected ground
motion values at emplacemer: boreholes in a 1,000-year period, and thus satisfy
performance parameter 5 (SCP Section 8.3.1.8.2).

This a:tivity will use an updated version of the fault-specific seismic hazard
model developed for Sandia National Laboratories (SAND86-7013) (URSIJohn A.
Blume 4 Associates, 19&7). This model produces probabilistic assessments for
peak ground motion for the proposed facility. This model is preferred because
it incorporates both regional and near-site faults, uses the limited deformation
rate data to constrain seismic activity to the near-site faults, and uses
historic seismacity to constrain seismicity not assigned to specific faults
(background seismicity).

An alternative to the probabilistic approach would be to use a deterministic
approacn that uses a specific event occurring on a specific fault as the basis
for design. This approach was not believed to be suitable for this analysis
because of the need to consider the effects of multiple events occurring during
the 1,000 yr containment period. Critical facilities that use a deterministic
approach in design are usually constructed under the assumption that, if the
structure is exposed to a damaging event, repairs are presumed to be rendered
prior to the occurrence of the next event. However, consideration of
performance periods of 1,000 years and greater may entail engineering desicgs--
that incorporate consideration of more than one strong motion design eventsi.over
that performance period. Unlike most engineered structures, it is assumed that
there will be no opportunity to repair damage to waste canisters in the event of
damaging motions in the postelosure phase. The need to consider the range of'.
events that might affect the engineered barriers during the postclosure period
indicates that a probabilistic approach is preferred in determining a design
basis.

2.2.4 Activities 8.3.1.8.2.1.6 and 8.3.1.8.2.1.7 -- Folding

Activity 8.3.1.8.2.1.7 addresses the possibility that folding or distributed
shear could cause waste emplacement borehole deformation, resulting in waste
package failure. This tectonic phenomenon is the fourth initiating events
considered in this study. Activities 8.3.1.8.2.1.6 and 8.3.1.8.2.1.7 address
this initiating event and satisfy performance parameter 6 (SCP Section
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8.3.1.8.2). The performance parameter goal was selected so that, if the goal ismet, deformation of waste emplacement boreholes by folding or tectonicdeformation due to distributed shear of more than 5 cm will not be a credibleevent (i.e., less than 106 annual probability). The value of 5 cm for the goal-for borehole deformation was also selected on the basis of a substantiallyreduced air gap around the waste package.

The approach taken in these activities is to conduct a limited review andsynthesis of existing and site characterization data to produce an analysis thatwill support a DOE position on the concerns expressed in 10 CFR 60.122(c) (1'related to structural deformation and folding. Because it is judged to behighly unlikely that deformation rates will be significant in terms ofengineered barrier performance, a very simple analysis based on calculated -regional and local deformation rates is planned. Deformation rates will becalculated using geologic maps, detailed structure contour maps compiled fromsubsurface drilling and logging, and maps of the exploratory shafts and drifts.

2.3 Tvyes of Measurements tc be Made

2.3.1 Activity 6.3.1.6.2.1.1 -- Igneous Intrusion

No measurements will be made for Activity 8.3.1.8.2.1.1; theinformation required for this activity will be obtained from Activity8.3.1.8.1.1.1, Location and Timing of Volcanic Events; Activity 8.3.1.8.1.1.2,Evaluation of the Structural Controls of Basaltic Volcanic Activity.: Activity8.3.1.6.1.1.4, Probability Calculations and Assessment: and Activity
8.3.1.6.1.2.1, Effects of Strombolian Eruptions. Data on the layout of wastepackage emplacement holes will come from Information Need 1.11.3, UndergroundFacility Orientation and Layout (SCP Section 8.3.2.3.3). The results of Link etal. (1982) will be reviewed in the light of new data and compared with currentrepository designs.

With this input on the probability of future igneous activity, thecharacteristics and dimensions of possible intrusions, and the undergroundfacility layout, it will be possible to calculate a probability for igneous;intrusions penetrating the selected repository location. The number of wastepackages that an intrusion might intersect will also be calculated, using dataon the probable length, width, and orientation of intrusions and currentrepository design concepts.

2.3.2 Activities 8.3.1.8.2.1.2, 8.3.1.e.2.1.3, and 8.3.1.8.2.1.4 -- Faulting

No measurements will be made for Activities 8.3.1.8.2.1.2, 8.3.1.8.2.1.3, and8.3.1.8.2.1.4, since all the information for the assessments will come fromother activities. As indicated is Section 3.2, the data required for Activity8.3.1.8.2.1.2 will be supplied from several activities in Programs 8.3.1.17 and -8.3.1.4, as well as from Information Need 1.11.3 (Underground FacilityOrientation and Layout). Information for Activity 8.3.1.8.2.1.3 will come fromv essentially the same sources. Activities 8.3.1.8.2.1.2 and 8.3.1.8.2.1.3 will:provide the main information required for Activity 8.3.1.8.2.1.4.
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2.3.3 Activity 8.3.1.8.2.1.5 Ground Motion';"

i .

No measurements will be made for Activity 
8.3.1.8.2.1.5, since the work involved

will synthesize and compile data collected 
by other activities. Input data will

be cbtained mainly from Studies e.3.1.17.3.5 and 8.3.1.17.3.6.

2.3.4 Activities 8.3.1.8.2.1.6 and 8.3.1.8.2.1.7 -- Folding

No measurements will be made for Activities 
8.3.1.8.2.1.6 and 8.3.1.e.2.1.7,

since all the information for the assessments 
will come from other activities.

Input data required for these activities will 
be obtained from Activity

8.3.1.4.2.2.1, Geologic Mapping of Zonal Features of Paintbrush 
Tuff (the

proposed repository horizon): Activity 8.3.1.4.2.3.1, 
Development of a

Three-Dimensional Geologic Model of the Site 
Area: Activity 8.3.1.17.4.12.1,

Evaluate Tectonic Processes and Tectonie Stability 
at the Site: Activity

8.3.1.8.5.3.1, Evaluation of Folds in Veogene 
Rocks of the Region; and Activity

8.3.1.8.2.1.2, Calculation of the Number of 
Waste Packages Intersected by a

Fault. Assessment of data from these activities will 
establish the wave length

and amplitude of folds in the Miocene rocks 
of the repository horizon and the,

amount and nature of deformation resulting {rom faulting in the repository

horizon.

2.3.5 Rationale for Choosino the Types of Measurements 
to be Made

No new measurements are required for these 
activities.

,, . .- .: .

2.4 Constraints

Imoacts on Site. The activities will be using data gathered 
from other

activities in this or other investigations and therefore will 
not di:ectly

impact the site or its environment.

Simulation of Repository Conditions (Verisimilitude). 
Wherever possible,

the analyses and assessments of this study will be based on data describing 
the

tectonic processes operating at or near the 
site during the Quaternary Period.

£xtrapolation of the Quaternary behavior of 
the site is considered the best

method to estimate site behavior during the 
pqstclosure time peried.

Required Accuracy and Precision. No test instrumentation will be used

during the conduct of this study.*

Limitations of Analytical Methods. -There is controversy over some

applications of probabilistic study approaches in the geosciences 
(Crowe et al.,

1986). Care needs to be taken in the probabilistic analysis to recognize the

limitations imposed by projecting from a small sample size when considering

;infrequent events and the possibility that event occurrence is not completely

.."random through time.- The probabilistic analyses can also be sensitive toothe

accuracy and completeness of the input data.;., For example events may have4;- t.,-

occurred but evidence of the events may not be preserved in the geologic record. ,-

or multiple events may have occurred but are nisinterpreted as representing one -

event.
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There are various ways to help account 
for some of' the data uncertainties.

These include presenting the probability'bounds 
as a range or biasing the cata

assumptions towards the worst case as 
suggested by Crowe et al., 1982. However,

to properly represent geologic hazards 
and their uncertainties, all sources of

variability should be categorized and 
properly treated. To these ends,;

development of a suitably robust model 
must take into account the followingq,

items:

1. Alternative hypotheses for the geologic 
process or phenomenon le.g.,j

episodic or Poissonian events versus 
cyclic events and processes).

2. Uncertainty or statistical (or modeling) variability that expresses 
the

lack of knowledge (imprecision) about the true state of 
nature and

natural processes. This uncertainty is reducible in principle 
by the

collection of additional data and/or 
the development of more refined

theories or explanations.

Multiple interpretations are a consequence 
of modeling uncertainties. .,It is

proposed that in order to logically 
organize and display the multiple

hypotheses, assumptions, and parameter values and 
all their possible

combinations, a logic tree approach 
should be used. Logic trees are a

convenient means to express alternative 
interpretations and their probabilities.

Thus, it should be possible to assess alternative 
hypotheses and scenarios.'

already indicated in the SCP (SCP Table 8.3.1.9-8), as well as those postulated

by other views, such as those expressed recently by Linehan 
(1989) on volcanic

hazards.

Statistical Stability of Data. Most of the activities in this study 
will

rely on a probanilistic approach to assessing 
the tectonic hazard they are

evaluating. It will be important that all-of these 
evaluations explicitly -

consider the stability and reasonableness 
of the conclusions reached by the

assessment when a range of geologically 
reasonable input values is used or

possible alternative models for event 
occurrence are considered..

Scale and Apolicabilitv. The geologic data required by the activities 
in

this study will describe features at the same 
scale as the tectonic processes

and events being considered as possible 
disruptive scenarios for the waste.

package environment. Therefore, scaling effects are not considered a 
serious

source of uncertainty. .
. , -

Interrelationshivs with Other Studies.' 
No tests

this study that would involve interference 
with tests

studies.

are planned as part of
planned as part of other

constraints are discussed
Time Constraints

in Section 5.2.
(time required for study). Time
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF STUDY PLAU

3.1 Activity 8.3.1.e.2.1.1 -- laneous Intrusion

This activity considers a mincr extensicn of the concerns addressed in
Investigaticn 8.3.1.e.1. 1nvestigation 8.3.1.e.1 is p;rmarily concerned with
evaluating the possibility that a volcanic event could intersect the repository
and directly result .n releases to the accessible environment by entraining
waste in the magma and eject:ng it from a vent during either a Strembolian or
hydrovzlcanic eruption. This activity considers the possibility that an igneous
intrusion, such as a basaltic dike, could intersect the repository and result in
the movement of magma through the repository drifts or magma intrusion into the
waste-emplacement boreholes without causing inrediate releases to the accessible
environment. This ac:ivity is concerned with providing Issue 1.4 lWaste Package
Perfcrmance Objective for Containment) with an evaluation of the likelihood of-
such events occurring and the hazards posed by such events that could be
significant to waste package performance. This activity, therefore, contributes
to the evaluation of the pe:formtance goal of rupturing less than 0.5 percent of
the waste package inventcry because of tectonic processes and events (see SCP
Section 8.3.4.2).

Technical Acnroach to the Activitv. This activity will consist cf review
and cr~an: za:t:n c cata =c:.e::e: y other studies as a continuing part of the
deter-%naticn c' the hazard posed by potential icneous activity penetrating the
repcsit:ry. The prin:ipal source cf information for the activity will be the
preceding related Studies 8.3.1.8.1.1, Protability of a Volcanic Eruption
Penetrati.n the Repositcry, and 6.3.1.8.1.2, Effects of a Volcanic Eru-ticn
Penetrating the Repository. The activity will involve calculation of the
probability of an icneous intrusion penetrating the repository that does not
result zn dire:t releases to the environment and the estimation of the n=.be: cf
waste packages that could be affected by such an event and the nature of these
effect-s.

The probabi:ity of an igreous intrusion penetrating the repositcry, Er:, can be
expressed by a conditional probability

PrL (' 2 given El),

where El .s the probability of an igneous event occur:ing in the region of Yu.c:a
Mountain ouring the time period of concern for waste performance and E2 is.t.he
probability the intrusion penetrates the repository workings.

As a starting point for the analysis, this activity will assume that the
probability of an igneous intrusion occurring is the same as the probability of
a volcanic event in an area surrounding the repository. This appears to be a
reasonable assumption because of the relatively shallow depth of the repository.
Igneous dikes that reach upward to a level that could penetrate the repository
would probably be expressed as a surface eruption somewhere along their length.,
although possibly not over the repository itself. One part of this activity
will be to review the available data on the behavior of shallow intrusions to
evaluate this assumption.

The probability of an intrusion occurring will be derived from the probabilistic.
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volcanic hazard analysis performed in Study 8.3.1.8.1.1 (See Study Plan
8.3.1.8.1.1 for a discussion of how these probabilistic analyses will be
performedi. The recurrence rate of future volcanic events.in the Yucca our.ntain
region will be calculateA as the annual probability of a volcanic event. As
noted in Study tlan 8.3.1.6.:..A the variety cf techniques that will be used to
estimate this parameter will likely result in a range of probabilities or a
probability distribution.

The second parameter in the probability assessment is the probability that a
dike related to an intrusive event in the region penetrates the repository. In
Study Plan e.3.1.8.1.1, this is called the disruption parame:er. This activity
will review the disruption parameter(s) used in Study Plan 8.3.1.6.1.1 and may
either adupt that parameter directly or modify the parameter to suit the
purposes of this activtity. The value of the parameter is a function of the size
cf the waste em.placement area, the area affected by dikes associated with a
particular in:rusive eventr preferred orientations of dikes or cther structu:ral
ccn:rols, and the size cf the recior. considered in the calculation of parameter
El .

The second "art of the analysis is the assessment cf the effects of an intrusion
on engineered barrier systems should an intrusion occur. This assessment will
c-nsider both the me:hanical and thermal effects of an intrusion. Mechanical
efects include the effects of magma movement or a waste package if a dike
4nterseots an emplacement borehole and the effects of ma=a movement in
repository drifts on the engineered barrier system. Infc -atio.. that will be
provided to the engineered barrie: performance assessmente task includes Magma
velocities in a dike, pr:bable dike dimensions, maFpa viscosity and density, and
informaticn on the probable nature of mapa movement in a repository drift. .The
analysis will include a consideration of the effects of ba:kfilling or not
backfilling the drifts on the nature of an intrusive event. This part f 'the
analysis will consist cf compiling information from Studies E.3.1..8.1.1 and
8.3.1.6.2.1 and a review of pertinent literature.

Thermal effe:ts resulting from an intrusion into the repository could also -
affect engineered barrier system performance. This activity will provide data
on the ant:cipa:ed temperatures cf intrusions and thermal properties Cf Lasalt.
Ttms informa:ton will be derived from a literature review.

taa I nnut F eiremeents for the Analvsis. The i=ortant parameters that
will be require! to assess the probaaility of this initiating event include:

1. Probabilistic volcanic hazards analysis Ifr Activity E.3.1.&.1.1.4).

2. Characteristics and dimensions of possible intrusions (frmc Activity
8.3.1.8.1.2.1 . -.- .

3. information on emplacement borehole orientation (horizontal or.
vertical), and the spacing and layout of emplacement boreholes in the
repository. These data will come from Information Need 1.11.3 (SCP;-:
Section 8.3.2.2.3).

ExPected Output and Accuracv of the Analysis. This activity will review
the igneous event probability estimates supplied by Information Item 1 onhthe -
above list with respect to the scenarios to be considered. It is anticipated
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that these estimates can be used without significant modification to supply the
Adneeded information an event probabilities. Previous studies of volcanic hazu rd

indicate that rates of volcanic activity in the Nevada Test Site region are
about 10-' events per year and that the probability of disruption of the Yucca
Mountain site by basaltic volcanism is bounded by the range of 10-a to 10-10 per
year (Crowe, 1986). It is expected that.similar values will be produced by this
activity.

The major part of the evaluation in this activity will be a consideration of the
nature of various igneous scenarios in a repository setting. For the igneous .' :
intrusion scenario, Ir.forma:ion Item 2 will supply information on the
characteristics of possible intrusions, such as dike length, dike width, flow
volumes, flow temperatures, zuration, and the likely behavior of an intrusion
intersecting an underground opening (e.g., nature and extent of flow through
open drifts). These data will be used in conjunction with repository design
data from Information Item 3 to estimate the area of the repository and the
number of waste packages that could be affected by such an intrusive event. The
final step of the evaluation will ccnsider the nature of the mechanical and.
thermal effects that the movement of mazda would have on waste packages in the
affected area. Previous estimates by Link et al. (1982) indicate that a
randomly oriented dike might intersect about E-9 waste emplacement boreholes.
Link et al. (1982) alsc prcvide preliminary information on the mechanical and
thermal effects an ir.t:usicir. miat have cn the waste package. It is expected
that the results of this activory will produce results that are similar to those
of this previcus study.

This activity will provide data and coordination on the use and interp:etation
of results to the following performance assessment issues and activities:-.-:

:. Issue 1.4, Waste Package Performance Objective for Containment:-
Activity 1.4.4.1, Estimate of the Rates and Mechanisms of Container
Degradation in the Repository Environment for Anticipated and
Unanticipated Processes and Events, and Calculation of Container--
Failure Rate as a Function of Time.

2. Issue 1.6, KR Siting Criteria: 10 CTR 60.122(c) (15), Potentially
Adve:se Effects of Igneous Activity.

3. Issue 1.9, Higher Level Findings: 10 CFR 960.4-2-7(c)(1), Potentially
Adverse Effects of Igneous Activity.

The accuracy of the analysis will be affected by the uncertainties inherent in a
projection of the probability and location of future volcanic events. Activity
8.3.1.8.1.1.4 will supply this information and will also attempt to quantify the
level of confidence associated with the estimates. The estimates of the
characteristics of igneous intrusions will be based on observed characteristics
of past events in the Basin and Range province and at other localities in the
world. For the purposes of the estimate, bounding values will be selected from
the range represented by the data for use in calculations. The estimates o the
effects of an intrusion on an underground excavation or waste packages will be
subject to the greatest uncertainty because of the absence of previous
experience on which to base them.

Representativeness and Effect of Alternate Conceptual Models. The
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representativeness of the probability estimate for the occurrence of igneous
events will depend on the proper incorporation ofttectonic model elements into
the analysis. The tectonic model elements that affect this estimate are the-.
same as those that affect Investigation 8.3.1.8.1. The model elements that have a
the greatest impact on the estimates from Activity 8.3.1.8.1.1.4 to be used in - '
this activity are those related to the structural controls on volcanism and the
rate of volcanism. The need to determine whether the location of volcanic and .
igneous events is controlled by structural features or is essentially random in
the area will control how the probability estimate is calculated and how
representative the estimate is of the occurrence of these events. Structural
control of igneous intrusions could also indicate that igneous events and
faulting events coincide in time and space. Such an alternative would require
consideration of the effects of a coupled process of faulting and igneous
intrusion. The need to better date volcanic events in the area and determine
the number of events at a given locality will also affect how representative the
probability estimate is of the occurrence of events in the area of the site.

3.2 Activities 8.3.1.e.2.1.2, 8.3.1.8.2.1.3, and 8.3.1.8.2.1.4 -- Fault nc-

These three activities are described together because they are interrelated.
They will investigate the possibility that failure of waste packages could be
caused by a fault intersecting the waste packages experiencing sufficient offset
(greater than 5 cm) to result in unacceptable deformation or rupture of waste
packages. In addition to determining the rate and probability of faulting that
could penetrate the repository, the number of waste packages that could be
intersected by a fault will be estimated. c-

Technical Looroach to the Activities. The strategy identified in the SC?
for demonstrating that faulting will not lead to significant waste packa;e
failure in 1,000 years is to locate and characterize Quaternary faults in and
prcximal to the repository waste emplacement areas. Faults that may penetrate
the repository horizon will be characterized to determine their surface
location, dip, projected location at the repository level, length, width of
disturbed zone, evidence of Quaternary activity, and amount of displacement in
the Tiva Canyon Member and during the Quaternary. The nature of faulting in the
repository horizon will also be characterized, using the drifts in the
Exploratory Studies Facility. It is planned to use this information to avoid
zones of recognizable significant offset, breccia zones, and gouge zones fci
reasons related to both potential fault offset and long-term borehole stabIlity.

However, for several reasons, it may not be possible to identify and avoid all
potentially significant faults in the repository level during the repository
development process. First, there may be difficulties in accurately projecting
faults from the surface to the repository horizon. Second, there may be
difficulties in detecting fault offset in a single, homogenous lithologic zone
in the Topopah Spring Member if faulting is not distinguished by gouge or
breccia zones. Third, it may be difficult to determine whether QuaternaryY;
offset has occurred on all faults penetrating the repository because of the
scarcity of Quaternary deposits on Yucca Mountain. Fourth, there will be a high
degree of uncertainty in predicting where new faults might occur in the future.
To account for these uncertainties, the activities will estimate the annual
probability and effects of fault displacement exceeding 5 cm for undetected or
new faults that may penetrate the repository. The probability estimates wilI be I
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based on the behavior of known Quaternary faults in the vicinity of the proposed
repository.

The conditional probability that movement with offset greater that 5 cm would
occur on an existing but undetected fault of total displacement Ix) in the
repository can be expressed as

Pfu>5,s 'El given E21

where El is the annual probability of a fault with total displacement {x) of the
Tertiary volcanic sequence having a displacement event of greater than 5 cm and
E2 is the probability of failing to detect-a fault with total displacement Wx)
in the repository. The result can be illustrated as the probability of movement
on an undetected fault as a function of total (vertical) displacement on the
fault. - -

A preliminary estimate of the El term has been conducted by URS/John A. Blume &
Associates (1967) for faults with varying length in the Yucca Mountain area.
This study was a probabilistic ha:ard analysis and based estimates of earthquake
and faulting occurrence on a hypothetical correlation between slip rate and
fault length. This study estimated the annual rate of exceedance for peak
surface rupture displacements of 5 cm as ranging from 1 x 10-4 for 33 km long
faults to 6 x 10-' for 6 km long faults. One of the assumptions underlying this
appr:a:h is that the faults were independent of one another as far 3s their
prcbability of fault movement was concerned. While this assumption might be
true fcr the major block bounding faults in the Yucca Mountain area, movement on
the smaller faults within a block (where the repository would be located) may be
controlled by the occurrence of events on the block bounding faults {i.e., the
faults are secondary or branch faults).

To address this concern, the El term can be considered a conditional probability
in itself resulting from the probability of greater than S cm of offset
occurring on a fault given an event occurs and the probability of an event :
occurring. The probability of an movement occurring on a fault in the block may
then be best represented as the product of the probability of movement on the
block bounding fault and the probability that a block bounding event causes :
movement on the fault in the block (i.e, all faults in the bleck do not move
each time a block-bounding fault moves). The probability of movement exceeding
5 cm on a fault of given total displacement (s) can be estimated by constructing
a probability density function for average displacement per even:t constrained by
the frequency of events (calculated above) and slip rate on the fault. -The slip
rate for a fault of given total displacement can be determined directly from
field data or estimated by using faults with known slip rates in the area and
using the ratio of total displacement between the two faults to adjust the slip
rate.

The El term will be determined from data compiled in Activity E.3.1.6.2.1.3 from
results of field studies carried out in other investigations. Data will be
compiled on the total vertical displacement of faults with Quaternary acutvity
in the Yucca Nountain area, Quaternary net-slip rates on these faults {i.e.,
slip rates accounting for both the normal and strike-slip components of
movement), the range of displacements occurring in single events, and recurrence
intervals between events.
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The preparation of a plot showing the probability of failing to detect fauls
against total displacement on the fault in the repcsitory drifts (the £2 term
will be made using judgments based on data collected by Activity 6.3.1.8.2.1.3
from field geologic mapping studies in the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF). -
Data to be evaluated by Activity 8.3.1.6.2.1.4 include the presence or absence
of distinctive marker horizons or contacts in the drift walls at the repcsitory
level, the thickness of lithclogizally distinctive horizons at the level cf the
repository d:ifts, and the nature of known fault zones at the repositcry level
(the presence or absence of distinctive gouge or brec:ia zones).

If distinctive, sharply defined contacts are found to be present in the drift
walls, then it be possible to detect faults with very small vertical
displacements in the Topcpah Springs Member. - lf..this is the case and it can be
shown that only faults with relatively significant total vertical displacements
have a significant probability cf producing offsets that could affect waste
package integrity. then the issue will be resolved and further analysis will r.ct
be necessary. If it is determined that there is a sigrn:ficant prcability of
offset occurring on undetected faults, then the analysis w:ll' continue to
determine the number of waste package: that could be affected by faulting during
the pers^fcance period. This will be in the form of a probability dens.ty
function.

The probability c fault rupture under a structure at Yucca Mountain has been
considered previously by Subramanian et a'. (1969) in relation to the waste
handling build n-s at the su:'ace fa:ility. The analysis for this study will be
most similar to the randcm self-similarity m.;del in that study except that total
lisplacements are substituted ty slip rates and an additional facto: m.ust be
added to account for having a la:ge numbe: point locations (waste packages?
distributed ove: an area rather than a single structure. The data needed to
complete the calculation cf the number of waste packages that would be affe::ed
by faulting during the performance period is the density o' faulting in the
sepository block and the number of e.p'acement boreholes a fault c:cfss=. the
repository block would intersect.

Fault density (expressed as the cumulative number of faults per unit a:ea with
total displa:ement greater than a given value) will be calculated frcm the
resul:s of surface and subsurface mapping carried out in other investicat:Pis
in Activity 8.3.2.8.2.1.3. Densities for smaller displacement faults in the
area will probably be based on an extrapolation of data for the larger
displa:ement faults because the data will be more coplete for these faults. A
preliminary plot of fault density in the region is given in Subramanian. et a'.

The numbe: of waste packages that a fault might inte:sect vill be calculated by
Activity e.3.1.e.2.l.2 from data on fault characteristics and the dis::ibut::n
of waste packages in the repositCry. Field studies carried out in other
investigations will provide data on fault orientation., width of fault zcnes, and
the length of potential ruptures. This data will come from surface gezlogic
mapping studies, fault trenching studies, and underground geologic mappitg in
the ESF. Current plans of the repository design will provide data cr. the numbe:
of waste packages, their location and spacing, and emplacement mode horizontal
or vertical emplacement). The above information will be used to constru:t a
probability density function of the number of waste packages intersected by a
through going fault. A simplified calculation of this parameter has beei
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carried out previously by Link et al. (1982) for the similar problem. of a dike
intersecting the repcsitory. They assumed a random dike orientation an. a
uniform spacing c waste packages over tne repository area. Using an expected
dike length intersecting the repository of about 600 m anA their assumptions
about repositcry area and the number cf waste packages, they caloulated that the
average number of waste packages intersected would be about E-9.

The probability cf faulting ia the repository in the above calculations has been
based on the ass mpt-tin that all faulting occurs on previously existing faults.
There is a pr:batility that a totally new fault could form in the repository
.u:ing the perfor"ance period. The occurrence of new faults is generally nht

considered in engineering evaluations of faulting because of the observation
that most fault.ing occurs on pre-existing faults and the low probability cf new
faulting cccu:rznq cu:ing the life cf an engineered structure. For
completeness, tne zcssi biity of new faults occurring in the repository will
also be adaressel. Th.s assessment will consist primarily cf a review cf the
history cf faulting :n the area based on the results cf su:face geologic mapping
and trenching st:udies. The review will look at the evidence that faulting
recurs ^n exsstina fa-lts in the area la progressive increase in cfset co
tilt:nc Cf s:ra:a with ate by faults) and any evidence that new faults are
fcrrrg tl^aternary faulting rates that are ntt consistent with the total
ert:iary o'fset based cn a ccmparison with cther faults with a long hi.stry o'.

movement). :f there appears to te a significant rate cf new fault gene:ationr :.m
tte area, the ca:tten em .n lo:a:a:n of pctential new faulting, can Le estirmaed:
using tqeo:eti:al stud es such as Cole et al. (1984) and Lade et al. .(19M4 and
emp::i:al data on the istr:.iuti:n and displa:ement cf secor.dary faultir.g away,
f:=m tr.e main fault sc:h as Bonilla 1(970).

Zata :r.F;: F.ec:re-ments for the Analvsis. The fo'lowing data will be
qatherec by ctner studies ano use: to perform the analys.s and assessments of
sthe act:vit:es ir. tn:s tudy:

Detaile_ qeol:,,: mapls) of the contacts between mappable zones in the
.iva ;an.:n and o^pcpah Spring members covering the repository area
':-. A :vlty 8.3.:.4.2.2.1). This map will show the su:'ace ceol^gi

c the area aozve the repos::try and i.ent:_y and descrite mappatle
fa_:ts there. Areas cf bedno:.k out:rop Or:o which geolocic
;nte:-:e:a:ian has been ex:rapolated will be distincuished fro= areas
:r. wh:t. edr:-: is n:t expcsed at the surface.

. Detailed st:ucture crntour and isopach maps on various strat ia:ap2-
horizon: present at the surface c: in the subsurface in the reicsi:ory
a:ea Ifr=m Activity .3.1.4.2.3.1). These marps will int ecrate .. he
precise informato.n cn the elevation and thickness of soraticraphic
units obtained from bore.oles and the detailed geologic mapping cf the
area w:th data on subsurface strutu:e obtained from geophysical!.-
surveys. The maps will be used to identify areas of anoalously steep
craiients where faulting may be present and to calculate the amount of
dLs-lacement across mapped faults on the contoured horizor.s.

3. Detailed geologic M&ps of the exploratory ramps, shafts and drifts
(from Activity E.3.1.4.2.2.4). These maps will show the nature of
faulting a: the repository level le.g., drifts to the Ghost Dance fault
and Drill Hole Wash st:uctures) and any stratig:aphic features present
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in the repository horizon that can be used to detect faulting.

4. Quaternary fault map of Yucca Mountain, (from Activity 8.3.1.17.4.6.1J. IV :-
This map will identify and locate known faults with Quaternary -
displacement that could intersect the repository. -

5. Data on known Quaternary faults in and near the repository snowing the
width of Quaterr.ary faulting at the surface, Quaternary slip rates, the
recurrence interzal between faulting events, and the amount of o
displacement during individual faulting events (from the trenching
studies in Activity 6.3.1.17.4.6.2).

6. Data on the spacing, displacement history, and surface width of ::
Quaternary faults between the larger block-bounding faults, such as the
Soli:ario Canyon, Bow Ridge, and Paintbrush Canyon faults If rm
Activity E.3.1.17.4.2.2). This information will come f:=o the long
trench planned to extend across Midway Valley frem the Bow Ridge fault
to the Paintbrush Canyon fault..

7. Lata on the length, nature, and interconnections/interrelat'^nships ef
Quaternary faults in the site area and surrounding region. These data
will come freo. the regional (I:100,000 scale) fault maps and tectonic
analyses generated by A:tivities 6.3.1.17.4.12.1, 8.3.1.17.4.12.24 and
9.3.1.17.i.3.2.

E. Infcrmation on emplacement borehole orientation (hri2:onta' or
vertical), and the spacing, layout, and dimensions of emplacement
toreholes in the repository. These data will come from Information
Need 1.:;.3 WUP Sectiorn e.3.2.2.3).

£xre:ted 1utput and A~curacv of the nalysis. A major part of the
assessment wi;l be an estimate of tne prorai'lity of fault displacement
ex:eetdnq 5 ; occurring in the repository on undetected faults w'th varying' -
total displacements in the Tertiary volcanic sequence. Although Quaternary
faulting is known to have occurred on the larger block-bounding faults Isuch as
the Solitario Canyon and Paintbrush Canyon faults (Swadley et al., 98494; Whitney
et al., 19861), the existence of Quaternar; displacement, and the amzunt of any
Quaternary displacement that may have occurred, has no: been determtned f': the
smaller faults (e.g., imbricate fault zones of Scott and Sonk (1984)) inferred-
to occur withir. a fault-bounded block.. Since it may be difficult to determ-ine'
the Quaternary activity of faults in the repository block because of the atsence ;-
of Quaternary cover, we anticipate that the potential for Quaternary movement n:.
these faults will be estimated by analogy with other areas where Quaternay
deposits exist. The most likely area to provide this data is Midway Valley.O :

Midway Valley is thought to be a good model because the block between the low
Ridge and Paxn:brush Canyon faults underlying the valley is hypothesized to`;--; -- -
contain numerous small bedrock faults (see unmapped and inferred faults on crcss.:,. .
section E-S' of Scott and Bonk (19841), and suitably aged Quaternary deposits-
are found across the width of valley. It is possible that the trenching studies
in Mldway Valley will show Quaternary faulting is primarily confined to the
major block-bounding faults. If it is determined that fault movezent is >-.-

pessible on smaller faults within a block, it is expected that the probability -,v:--
of exceeding 5 cm of displacement will be extremely low because the faults in
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.the repository block are probably secondary (e.g., Ghost Dance fault) crtertiary (e.g., imbricate fault zone) relative to the major block-boundingfaults. Therefore, we expect that slip rates will be proportionately lower on''these faults relative to the block-bounding faults. If, for example, the 3Paintbrush Canyon fault has total vertical displacement of about 300 m and aQuaternary slip rate of about 0.01 mm/yr then a fault with 3 m of totaldisplacement with the same displacement history would be expected to have a slip .rate approximately 100 times smaller or about 0.0001 sm/yr., The probability ofan event occurring that exceed 5 cm of displacement would also be expected to be-..-correspondingly smaller. It is also expected that the geologic ccnditionsexposed in the wall of the repository drifts will allow detection of faults with'total displacements of substantially less than.1 m.
The Frobabilistic estimates of faulting and the potential for intersecting wastepackages will include explicit considerations of the uncertainty in the . -analysis.. These consideraticns will-include both the potential uncertaintyrelated to the data used in the analysis and the uncertainty resulting from thechcice of the probabilistic model used to evaluate the potential hazard. it -will need to be recogr.i:ed that several simplifying assumptions will be used in ..the 'analysis. For example, the parameter for' fault density will assune thatfault density is uniform throughout the repository. -In actuality, current,-: omodels of faulting in the repository area (e.g., Scott, 1990), suggest :that ..fault dens'ty should vary across the block with the highest density in theeastern portion of the block.

'"he scope of the three activities in this section will also includecoordination with other studies in the use of the results of this analysis.-: Aninteractive exchange is required with the staff working on the detailed designsof the waste packa;e and waste emplacement boreholes in order to provideinformation that is useful for assessing the impact of tectonic processes on thewas:e package. Planned coordination and integration efforts.include:.-

1. Providing data as neeted to Information Reed 1.11.3 fcr use in theestablishment of c:iterna to avoid significant faults in the selection:of waste-e:mpaeent bo:ehole locations (Product 1.11.3-S in SP. -.Section 8.3.2.2.3).. .

2. Cocodinate on the p:obability of faulting in the repository and effects,j. - of faulting on waste pa:kage perfosance with Issue 1.4, Waste Paikae fperf.ormance Objetive for Containment; Activity 1.4.4.1, Estimate ofthe fia:es and Mechanisms of Container Degsadation.in the Repository.,-;,,7Environment for Anticipated and.Unanticipated Processes and Events and.Calculation of Container Failure Rate as a Function of Time: :Issue1.8, KRC Siting Cr:4te:ia: 10 CFR 60.122(c)(11), Potentially AdverseEffects of Faulting): and Issue 1.9, Righer Level Findings; 10 C.R__.960.4-2-7(c) (1), Potentially Adverse Effects of Faulting. ';
3. Coordinate with Information Need 1.11.3, Repository Layout, and lssue -.-1.10, Postclosure Waste Package Characteristics, on any repositorylayout, waste-emplacement borehole, or waste package design changesthat may be required or desired to minimize the effects of faulting onwaste package performance. . -

Revresentativeness and Effect of Alternate Conceutual Models. The a lse t
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testing a wide range of tectonic model hypotheses.

3.3 hctivity e.3.1.B.2.1.5 - Srourod Mction

This activity will assess the possibility of earthquake ground motion during the -,-,
300- to 1,000-year period of substantially complete containment. The activity
may also assess ground mo:ion probabilities over longer time periods (e.g.,
10,000 years), if such information is needed for performance assessments.'. <

The basic elements of the engineered barrier system (according to the current-',
reference design) are the waste emplacement borehole, the air gap around the -
waste canister, and the waste canister itself. The occurrence of one o: more,
ground-motion events during the postclosure phase, depending cn the level of -- -
ground motion and ti..ing, may be an important consideration for waste canister
design because of: (1) direct mechanical effects caused by movement of canister..
within the waste emplacement hole and subsequent puncture or rupture of the
canister, especially at times of increased corrosion: and/or (2) stress-induced
rock spall withir the waste emplacement hole that can reduce or eliminate air
space surrounding the waste pa:kage, resulting in canister puncture or permanent
waste canister-repository wall contact, potentially amplifying corrosion rates.
Thus, there may be a requirement for a design that could acc=m-.date small
lateral movements within the emplacement hole or a requirement for increased
material strength so that canister-wall contact can be acco=rodated. Repeated
events need consideration because repeated or long-term wall contact from an .
earlier event may result in sligh: canister damage and increased ccrrcsion at
contact points or datmage locations. The canister would then be more suscept;ible
to further damage and corrosion due to shaking and additicnal repeated walll,'
contact during subsequen: events, potentially reducing canister periormance.

This a:tivity will provide information on the nature of ground motions expected
to occur du:ing the period of waste package performance to the repository and -:
waste package desin activities for use in developing criteria for sele tng
suitable waste emplacement borehole locations and in developing designs for the
engineered barrier system. 5his activity, therefore, contributes to the
performance goal cf placing waste packages in zones with rock properties that
will not lead to failure during expected ground motion.

..,. i

Technical Approach to the Activity. This activity will estimate ground
motions that might be felt a: the repository using the p:obabilistic model that
will be developed for the precisure ground otion assessment. When considering
the 1,000- or 10,000-year periods covered cy the assessment, it is possible that
the repository w11 be subDec:ed to a number of ground motion events of varying
magnitude from both local and regional sources. The cumulative effect of-a,
num.ber of events producing moderate cround otion at the repository may be more
significant to long-term waste package performance than the effects of a single
large event, because (unlike an engineered facility such as a nuclear powerI
plant) there will be no provision for repairs at the repository after an event
occurs.,

In addition, the different design purpose of the ground motion evaluation fe r
the pcstclosure period, in comparison to an engineered facility, such as a , -
nuclear power plant, must be considered.' Fo: a nuclear power plant, a single4I

. .
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large event is hypothesized in order to design for the ability 
to safely 'shut- .

down the reactor in response to the occurrence of an earthquake. The concern is:.

not with the continued functionality of the facility or with the ability 
of the

facility to withstand subsequent events that could occur if very long 
time

periods are considered. In the case of the postclosure period for a repository,

the concern is in evaluating the range of.events that are reasonably likely to

occur over a long time period in order to assess the performance of a system

that may not have active human monitors or operators>.; Because of these
differences, a deterministic methodology using a single postulated design ..

earthquake on a single source structure is considered inappropriate for the
concerns addressed in this activity. A probabilistic model will allow
consideration of the full range of events and seismic sources that could

contribute to the ground motion hazard affecting the repository during 
the first'

1,000 years of the postclosure time period. A probabilistic model will also

allow an explicit consideration of the uncertainties present in this type 
of

analysis.

As an alternative, it possible that the probabilistic analysis will conclude

that the probability of multiple events with ground motions that are significant

to design and performance is extremely low, because of the low rate of seismic

ac$ivity in the area. If this proves to be the case, then a deterministic
approach may be adopted for design and performance assessment purposes. It 

will.

also be important for this activity to closely coordinate its technical approach-

with the repository design activities to assu:e that the products are relevant

to repository conditions and design needs.'. For example, if the strength 
.

properties of the host rock vary across "the repository, then it may be
appropriate to consider a suite of multiple hypothetical ground motion
occurrences for design. On the other hand, .if the ground motions necessary to"

induce spalling in an emplacement borehole are high (e.g., greater than 1 g)-

then it may be more appropriate to consider a single event and
deterministic-type approach.

It is planned that the assessment will be based on the occurrence of ground

motion as a result of fault movement. However, other types of ground motion,

such as volcanic (harmonic) tremor due to eruptions or (non-eruptive) intrusive
activity, could occur. Although volcanic tremor is typically only about 1 L 3-.

it can be sustai id for long periods of time and may introduce fatigue effects --;
to the waste , ~ckage or borehole wall. It the probability of volcanic or
igneous activity is found to be sufficiently high that these types of events
should be c... dered, then a separate analysis will be prepared for these types
of occurrences. zi

I

�4-.-,. *x

A preliminary evaluation of ground motion probabilities during has 
the S

postclosure period has been completed by Lee et al. (1991'. This study used the

fault-specific seismic hazard model developed for Sandia .Rational 
Laboratories

(UP.S/John A. Blume & Associates, 1987), because it contains probabilistic

assessments for peak ground motion for the proposed surface facility 
and peak

fault rupture along several potentially active faults.. It also incorporates

''both regional and near-site faults,-uses the limited deformation 
rate data 'to

constrain seismic activity to the near-site faults, and uses historic seismicity'
to constrain seismicity not assigned to specific.faults (background seismicity).

The Lee et al. (1991) study was limited.because the UPS/John A lune &Ei

Associates (1987) hazard evaluation was done for the central surface facilities
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area. Because the repository area is more than two kilometers 
from the surface

facility and approximately 300 meters deep, it-is expected 
that ground motion

could vary considerably from that expected at-the surface 
facilities. Fo: the

purposes of the Lee et al. (1991) study-,it was' assumed that ground motion

predictions of URS/John A. Elume & Associates (1967) are representative of the

repository block and no account was taken for reduction 
in subsurface ground

motions, nor an increased distance (4 versus 2 kn) from the Paintbrush 
Canyon

fault.

v� �

(

The hazard model used by Lee et al. (1991) assumed a Poisson distribution of

earthquake occurrence. This simplified model lended itself to estimation 
of

frequencies of occurrence of exceedance of specific 
levels of ground

acceleration. The Poisson distribution for this application is given 
by:

ex (-x*.T) �, q*p �.. ..1 : I . , "_ _., -1 , . � :
PFn) -

where X is the annual rate of exceedance,'T is the period in years, 
and n

frequency cf occurrence, and P is the probability of occurrence.
is the

This activity will basically update-the results 
of the Lee et al. (1991) study

by incorpcrating the more refined probabilistic 
seismic ha:ard models that will

be produced as a result of site characterization studies and using predictions

cf ground motions that are based on the actual repository 
depth and location.

The engineering parameters that are of interest 
in evaluating waste'package

performance for the postclosure period will be provided 
as a result of -

coordination with the design and performance assessment 
activities listed below

to determine whether paramete:s such as peak motion 
values for acceleraticn c:r

velocity, a spectrum of peak values, or time histories and corresponding

response spectra are most useful for design and performance assessment purposes.

Data ;nput Recuirements f^r the Analysis. The following data will be

gathered by otbe: stucies and used to perform 
the analysis and assessments of

the activities in this study:-

1. Probabilistic seismic hazards analyses of the 
region within a radius of

about 100 km from the site'(from Study 8.3.1.17.3.6). These analyses

will determine average rates for earthquake recurrence 
as a function of

magnitude for the southern Great Basin and apportion 
those rates onto

active faults and subregional seismic source zones. 
The data

requirements for this study will include the software 
packages selected

by Study 6.3.1.17.3.6 for computing probabilistic 
seismic hazard-'

estimates. This analysis gill also incorporate the selected

attenuation models for predicting expected values 
and variances of

- required ground motion parameters as a function of distance and source

size.

2. Site effects from ground motion recordings at the proposed repository

horizon (from Activity 8.3.1.17.3.4.1). 'This analysis will compare the

spectral amplitudes of subsurface motions with the corresponding- '

surface motions and with the area averages for surface motions at rock '

stations. Activity 6.3.1.17.3.4.1 will use previously recorded.4';";

relevant Nevada Test Site data and instrumental recordings from two or

I -,C
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more surface sites on Yucca Hountain and several sites in the
exploratory shafts and drifts to quantify spectral reductions
with depth as a function of frequency
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3. A model of site effects using the wave properties (shear- and
compressional-wave velocities, material damping, and densities) of the
local stratigraphic column (from Activity 6.3.1.17.3.4.2). This
analysis will supply a calibrated, theoretical site-effects model for
use in extrapolating observed data to locations and depths where
ground-motion predictions are needed but where instrumental recordincs
are not available.

Exoected Outout and Accuracv of the Analysis. The results of the Lee et al.-
(19911 study indicate tnat a peak ground motion of 0.6g represents an
approximately 10% chance of exceedance in a 1,4000year.period, this probability
of exceedance corresponds to the preliminary waste canister design basis. For
the same design acceleration and a 10,000 year period, there is nearly an equal
expected probability of occurrence of two or more.events (0.283) as for one-.
event (0.366).
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The Lee et al. (1991) study indicates that the most probable nmimber of episodes
of peak ground acceleration exceeding 0.4g in any 1,000 year period is one. -The :
study also indicates that the most probable number of events producing 0.4a or
greater motions in the repository block in any 10,000 year period is 4 or 5..
The cumulative probability of the number of events exceeding 0.4g that could
occur in 10,000 years is still significant (0.131) for even 8 or more events
occurring. if 0.1g is the onset of rocking motion of the waste canister, it may
represent the onset of motion at which waste canister damage could occur.- The
Lee et al. (1991) study found that the most probable number of occurrences of-
0.1g and greater rances from about 8 to 12 occurrences in 1,000 years. t is
expected that results of this activity will produce similar results. -

If the probab-lities of having significant ground motion events remain low and
the analyses by the performance assessment and design tasks indicate that only
relatively high ground motions are of concern, then a single design event
based on a maximum acceleration arrived through a deterministic approach may be ;.
judged to be the most defensible approach for.license application purposes.

; ' '.' '9XE,'i ':sP. ' - ''- ' . I ' ' ,- %

The probabilistic model will allow an explicit consideration of uncertainty'in
the estimation of the number of events that may occur. In using the output o£.
the model, design values will be selected in a conservative manner to meet the
general parameter goal of presenting an overall model of seismicity for the '.
i,000-year period in which the ground motions values have a probability of less-
than 0.1 of being exceeded. . - . ..

This activity will supply the results of the analysis on the number of events
and corresponding strong-motion estimates to the repository and waste package y:
design and performance assessment activities listed below.- The design,
activities will use the ground motion estimates in conjunction with data n. -

repository horizon rock properties and state of stress in finalizing underground
designs and/or applying any appropriate mitigating measures. The design 5-
activities will also have the primary responsibility for supplying information -
on waste package and repository performance during anticipated ground motion
events to the performance assessment activities.- In addition to supplying.-.
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information, this activity will also be.responsible for providing necessary
Coordination and integration with other.activities in the use the data being ' .. *

supp'lied. Activities that will use data generated by this activity anC with
which coordination will have to occur include: ,

1. Information Need 1.11.3. Provide and coordinate data for use in the
establishment of criteria to avoid unfavorable areas in the selection*
of waste-emplacement borehole locations and provide data relevant to':
concerns related to the decision on.vertical or horizontal emplacement'
(Products 1.11.3-5 and 1.11.3-3 in SCP.Section 8.3.2.2.3).

2. Issue 1.4, Waste Package.Performance Objective for Containment;
Activity 1.4.4.1, Estimate of the Rates and Mechanisms of Container
Degradation in the Repository Environment for Anticipated and
Unanticipated Processes and Events,' and Calculation of Container;.,-
Failure Rate as a Function of Time:' .lssue"1.8, NRC Siting Criteria; 10 -
CFR 60.122(c)(12), (13), (14),;Potentially Adverse Effects of -
Earthquakes: and issue 1.9, Higher Level Findings 10 CFR .C
960.4-2-7(c) (2), (3), (4), Potentially Adverse Effects of Earthquakes.f: '.

Provide and cocrdinate data on the probability of earthquakes in the
geologic setting during the first 1,000 years of repository performance
and the effects of ground motion on waste package performance. :

3. Information Need 1.11.3, P.epository layout: and Issue 1.10, Postclosure:: -
Waste Package Characteristics. Provide and coordinate data on any: .
repo: 4 tory layout, waste-emplacement.borehole, or waste package design
cnanges that may be required or desired to minimize 'the effects of,
ground motion on waste package. performance.'

Reoresentativeness and Effect of Alternate Conceptual Models. The
probabil:s:tc mocels planned for use in this act2vity are considered to be the.
most representative technique available.for realistically describing the,range:2 ' -
of ground motion events that are reasonably'likely to occur in-the first 1,000
years of repository performance. Theprobabilistic models will be based cn '
site-specific data concerning the'-magnitude, frequency,.and location o . V
earthquakes in the region as derived from historical seismicity and geoloical'
evidence. Other approaches, such as deterministic methods for estimating ia
design event, are not as suitable for estimating the range of events that are.-,
likely to occur on a varie- of regional and local sources over long time
periods.

.The effects of alternate conceptual tectonic models on the consideration of
,.postclosure ground motion hazard are basically the same as those for the:...
preclosure ground-motion hazard evaluation (Investigation 6.3.1.17.3). 'Because
earthquakes that might be significant to the ground.motion hazard analysis 'could
.occur throughout the region, both the local and regional models are impo-rtant in
the analysis (see SCP Tables 8.3.1.17-7 and B.3.1.17-B). -The model elements
that most directly affect the analyses are ; .

1. Faulting Geometry and Mechanisms The alternative hypotheses
.available for this model element'indicate that different slip
directions are possible for faults that vight be earthquake sources.
The current uncertainty in this model-element indicates that' the +4 $
data-gathering activities to be usedlin constructing the probab lins'ic'
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seismic hazard analysis must evaluate 
the magnitude and rate of fault1

slip in both the strike-slip and 
dip slip'directions. The -

determinations of slip rate and-.amount 
offset during individualevents..a;..-

will affect the model input-'pirametersr''elating'to'the 
frequency ,and -

magnitude of events attributed to 
specific sources. Various -, :

alternative hypotheses (e.g., ,detachment fault model) also 
indicate

that individual faults mapped'on'theC'surface may be connected to a

large master fault at depth.-' These 
alternative models may affect model W .g

input parameters relating to the frequency 
and magnitude of events.

Consideration of these alternative 
hypotheses will require that the

data-gathering activities supplying 
information to be used in

constructing the probabilistic model acquire data on the geometry and

possible interconnections of faults at depth. -

2. Faulting Rates. Faulting rates are currently believed to be low, with

long recurrence intervals between 
events in the repository area. Some

alternatives suggest that higher rates 
are possible because of

unrecognized components of strike-slip 
faulting. Consideration of

these alternatives will also require 
that the data-gathering activities

supplying information used to construct 
the probabilistic model should-

evalua.e the magnitude and rate of 
fault lip in both, the strike-slip

and dip-slip directions. .- .-

3. Fault Rupture Pattern. Thea.lternatives for this model element 
.

indicate that fault ruptures during 
a single event may occur on a ,,.

single fault strand or on several 
parallel strands. The existence of...-

these alternatives would affect the 
evaluation of the frequenc ,and;-'``- '

magnitude of events used in the probabilistic 
model. The cur:.. '.:,

uncertainty in this model element 
indicates that the data-gathering

activities used to supply data on 
the.occurrence of past events on-..

faults in the region should evaluate 
whether events on different faults- 

..

appear to coincide in time. , .

4. Pattern of Seismicity and Length of Performance Period.'The 
occurrence;,.-:,.

of multiple seismic events during the.1,000 
to'10,000 year interval

could significantly affect these controlled release rates if waste--

packages that are weakened by corrosion 
resulting from earlieriseisic.

events or other processes suffer 
increased failure rates as a result 

of'-4

the cumulative shaking effects of 
subsequent multiple events'. The

significance of multiple events could also be increased if the events

are not uniformly spaced in time, but occur as relatively closely-.-.'..

spaced clusters of events during the 
earlier and/or later parts of the

performance period where the cumulative damage from clusters of events

may affect long-term performance.': It has also been suggested (Nuclear_-.;-

Waste Technical Review Board, 1990) that engineered barrier system 2.;J.- -,

designs be considered that would provide substantially complete. 3

containment for the full..10,000 year'period as an additional barrier tojt W

releases. Consideration of multiple seismic events may be a

significant factor.if these sugg stions are implemented.'...

In addition to the data-gathering activities that provide inputdirectlyainto )

,-.ithe'formulation of the probabilistic 
seismic hazard analysis (Studyk-'

:8.3.1.17.3.6), Study 8.3.1.17.4.12 
will provide information on currently~riable

tectonic model elements that could affect postclosure faultin-gconcerns -i the B

'.3.1.8.2. 
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repository by integrating all geologic, geophysical, and seismologic data and
testing a wide range of tectonic model hypotheses;.

3.4 Activities E.3.1.8.2.1.6 and 8.3.1.6.2.1.7 - Folding

These two activities are described together because they are interrelated.
These activities will assess the possibility that high rates of folding or
deformation operating over the 300- to 1,000-year period when the waste packages
must provide substantially complete containment could result in sufficient.'
waste-emplacement borehole deformation to lead to waste package failure.
Folding or deformation caused by minor slip occurring on a series of closely
spaced planes could close the air gap around a waste package and damage the
waste package through the mechanical effects of continued deformation. Closure
of the air cap around the waste package could also lead to increased corrosion
of the waste package at the points of contact between the waste-emplacement-
borehole wall and the waste package. These activities will provide an
assessment of the possib.'.ity that folding and deformation could generally
affect repository and waste package performance. These activities, therefore,
contribute to the evaluation of the performance goal of rupturing less than 0.5
percent of the waste package inventory because of tectonic processes and events
(see SCP Section &.3.4.2).

Technical Accroach to the Activities. The technical approach to these
activities involves integration, study, and assessment of geologic data obtained
from various investigations to assess the nature and rate of folding in the
repository and any resulting hazards.. Deformation zones that may penetrate the
repository horizon will be characterized to determine their surface lc:ation,
dip, projected location at the repository level, length, width of disturbed
zone, evidence of Quaternary activity,- and amount of deformation in the Tiva
Canyon Member and during the Quaternary.'-The nature of deformation zones in~the
repository horizon will also be characterized using the drifts in the ;:
Exploratory Studies Facility. The nature and rate of folding in the repository :-t
will be evaluated using conventional surface geologic mapping, structure contour.
and isopach maps, and mapping of the drifts in the Exploratory Studies Facility.
Activity e.3.1.8.2.1.6 will integrate and simmarize the information collected by,
several data-gathering activities in order to provide an assessment of the-- -
nature, age, and rate of folding or deformation that is reasonably likely to
affect the repository horizon. Activity 8.3.1.8.2.1.7 will use this information
to produce an assessment of the effects of folding and deformation on waste
package performance.

Data Input Requirements for the Analvsis. The following data will be
grathered by other studies and used to perform the analysis and assessments ,of
the activities in this study:

1. Detailed geologic map(s) of the contacts between mappable zones in the
Tiva Canyon and Topopah Spring members covering the repository area

-(from Activity 8.3.1.4.2.2.1). IThis map will show the surface geology
of the area above the repository and identify and describe the .
locations of possible deformation zones (areas of anomalously.steepi
dips or closely spaced fractures) and folds. The amplitude andt ,^

.32. "Ra 0 10-p
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wavelength of any folds that'are identified will be described. 
Areas

of bedrock outcrop from which geologic interpretation has 
been

extrapolated will be distinguished from areas in which bedrock 
is not

exposed at the surface. -

2. Detailed structure contour and isopach maps on various 
stratig:aphic

horizons present at the surface or in the subsurface in the 
repository

area (from Activity 8.3.1.4.2.3.1). These maps will integrate the

precise information obtained from boreholes on the elevation 
and

'thickness of stratigraphic units and the detailed geologic 
mapping of

the area. The maps will be used to identify areas of anomalously steep.'. 
.'

gradients where deformation zones may be present, estimate 
the amount -

of deformation that has occurred across such zones, and estimate 
the

amplitude and wavelength of larger folds that may be present. 
-.

3. Detailed geologic maps of the exploratory shafts and 
drifts (frcr.r

Activity 8.3.1.4.2.2.4). These maps will show the nature of folding

and deformation zones at the repository level (e.g. the drifts to'.the,

Drill Hole Wash structures may supply information on the

characteristics of deformation zones) - The drift mapping will also

-identify any stratigraphic features present in the repository 
horizon

that can be used as datums to detect and evaluate folding and,

deformation.

4. Data on known Quaternary faults in and near the repository 
showing the

width of defcrmation zones and folding associated with 
Quaternary; '..

faults at the surface, as well as Quaternary'deformation rates

associated with faults (from the mapping studies in Activity

8.3.1.17.4.6.1 and the trenching studies in Activity 8.3.1.17.4.f.2).

5. A synthesis of all regional and local data that evaluate 
the tectonic

processes affecting the site and itstectonic stability 
(from Activity C:-:

8.3.1.17.4.12.1). -.. :.m"''. ' ''' "'" ' "''- S '

6. Data on the pattern, rate, amplitude, and wavelength of post-middle-

Miocene folding in the region (from.Activity 8.3.1.8.5.3.1).

7. Information on emplacement borehole orientation (horizontal 
or '

vertical), and the spacing, layout,:and dimensions of emplacement

boreholes in the repository. These data will come from Information

Need 1.11.3 (SCP Section E.3.2.2.3),> >;

Expected Output and Accuracy of the Analviis. All the information items

will be used to generate an assessment on the anticipated nature of folding and

deformation that can be used to determine whether this is a credible scenario.; -.!--1

for waste package failure at the Yucca Mountain site and what the rates of

failure attributable to this scenario might be. Because the rate of folding or-

deformation would have to be extremely high to affect waste package integrity inl:". @

.1,000 years, it is anticipated that bounding calculations may 
be sufficient to ..

"demonstrate that any credible rate of folding or deformation 
would be below'.the a

level necessary to produce significant effectm.I.;. .P *' 
'

These activities will'provide assessments to the repository 
and waste package '
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design and performance assessment activities listed 
below. An irnteractive

exchange is required with the staff working onh.the 
detailed designs of the waste

package and waste emplacement boreholes intiorder to 
provide information that is`:`

useful for assessing the significance.of folding or 
deformation processes on the

waste package. Coordination and integration activities will include 
the

following issues and information, need - . -- : .. -0 .,

1. Information Need 1.11.3. Provide'data for use in the selection of

waste-emplacement borehole locations (Product 1.11.3-S 
in SCP Section

6.3.2.2.3).

2. Issue 1.4, Waste Package Performance Objective for 
Containment:

Activity 1.4.4.1, Estimate of the Rates and Mechanisms 
of Container ,

Degradation in the Reositorv Environment for Anticipated 
and

Unanticipated Processes and Events, and Calculation of Container

Failure Rate as a Function of Time:. Issue 1.8, KRC Siting Criteria;-10

CFk 60.i22tcj(11), Potentially Adverse Effects of 
Folding and

Deformation: and Issue 1.9,. )iicher-Level.Findings: 10 CFR

960.4-2-7 (c)(1),. Potentially`.Adverse Effects of. Folding 
.and

Deformation. Provide assessments'",on'the,;nature and' rate.of folding 
and

deformation in the repository andGeffects1of folding 
and deformation on.-

waste package performance. -

. .. 4 :J.

_1 ;

3. information Need 1.11.3, ?epository layout; and Issue 
1.10, Postclosure

Waste Package Characteristics..- Provide data and coordinate 
on any..

repository layout, waste-emplacement borehole, or 
waste package design.. .

changes that may be required or desired to minimize 
the effects of

waste-emplacement borehole deformation on waste package 
performance.N-;_:.-,

Representativeness and Effect of'Alternate Conceptual 
Models. The

assessments will be based on detailed geologic data 
obtained from the site and

are expected to be representative of the characteristics 
of folding and,

deformation in the site area. Detailed information on the Quaternary rates of

these processes may be difficult to obtain.' As a 
result, folding and

deformation rates may have to be estimated based the 
on amount of deforma ion

found in the Miocene tuffs. It is anticipated that the degree of folding in the -

Miocene rocks will be minor enougb that'conservative 
assuipti:ns (e.g., all-

observed folding in the tiocene rocks .occurred during 
the Quaternary Periodl can

be used to calculate representative upper bounds.. 
., - -t

The concerns addressed by these activities are not 
particularly sensitive to the

various tectonic models listed in SCE Tables 6.3.1.8-7 
and 8.3.1.e-e, because

any of the deformation geometries and mechanisms listed 
could result in local

folding or zones of distributed shear.' The results of Study 8.3.1.17.4.12 will

provide the necessary evaluation of the effects of viable alternate models on .' .

local deformation rates and styles.. ;- . ;

3.35 Apolicable Procedures . -. -- -,i- .. .. -A

Al! the activities in this study provide analyses that will be usedlfor,

repository performance assessment or repository design. The nature of.-'

applicable Quality Assurance controls (Appendix A) will be determined in'the i.

1

,;,,V 8.3.182.1
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Quality Assurance grading process whichwill.be .:completed 'in accordance with
applicable procedures prior to the start '6ofworki The analyses in this study
will not require the preparation of specific procedures. General Project-level- -
procedures that do or may apply to the'activities'in this study are listed in..'.
the Tables 3-1 and 3-2. ,. .

T'' ..; . Procedures ,

-Table 3-1. Yucca Mountain Project Quality Management Procedures (QMf~sJ--) ,-
'4. 4

QMP No. _MP Title Status

QMP-06-04 Project Office Document Development, Review, Completed
Approval, and Revision Process

QM--17-0l Records Management: Record Source. Completed
Implementation . -

Table 3-2. Yucca Mountain Project'Administrative Procedures (APs):

AP Nc. AP Title Sta:us

AP-5.1Q Control and Transfer of.Technical',Data.-, Coeted
on the Yucca Mountain' Project ,-, < -. '-' - .

AP-5.2Q Technical Information Flow To and From the Completed
Yucca Mountain Project Technical Data'Base Completed

AP-5.3Q InfOrmation Flow into the Project Reference Completed
Information Base

AP-5.19Q Interface Control Completed

AP-5.28Q Quality Assurance Grading 'Completedt'

AP-5.32Q Test Planning and Implementation Requirements Completed....

, 4A '

. *~. t. .

I, 'S .
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' -S :3.6 P.eports

The results and conclusions of each of the activities or groups of activities
described in sections 3.1 to 3.4 will be sunmarized in a report. Depending on.:
the schedule and requirements of the activities receiving information from. this-
study, the number of reports produced may be increased or decreased by

e&np*AIiAiA n e"ha ramaIIIt a# eA$ ,n" l a I 4wI ,i Va qPa,. A ,. t hv &ea,4n IMP
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cesult of one activity in a series of progress reports.. A summary report
enting the results of all study plan activities may also be prepared,,if
msary. Each of the reports will contain the following information:.

1. A listing of the data used in making the assessment, the sources of-the'.-
data, and a discussion of the limitations-or uncertainties inherent in
the data. .-.,. ,.,,

2. The methods used to make calculations or estimates forwthe assessment,..
including descriptions of computer software used and the methods for
validating and verifying.calculations.. 2 --

3. An analysis of the assumptions.and uncertainties in the assessment.,

4. A clear description of the performance and characterization parameters
to be provided by the activity.:

The reports ssmua:4,ing the results of the activities will be used as sources in
the preparation of the Safety Analysis Report and a series of Position Papers.
The following is a preliminary list of-Position Papers that may use the results
of this study:

1. Identification and Mitigation of Unfavorable Conditions Noted Durincg
Repositcry Construction.

2. Performance Assessment of Overall System.

3. Performance Assessment of Barriers.

4. C:iteria for Design cf Engineered Earriers.'

5. Design Bases for Shafts, Raps, and Underground

C. Waste Package Design Bases.;

Faci3. ity .
: ',d Events.

andEvnt-.. .
7. Identification of Anticipated and Unanticipated Processes i

e. Identification of Potentially Significant Scenarios.'

9. Fluid, Chemical, Stress, and RadiationConditions Affecting the Waste
Package. .

10. Potentially Significant Scenarios for Disturbed Conditions for the EBS.

'8*3.1

11. Potentially Adverse Conditions -- Structural Deformation During the
Quaternary Period.,

cw V.- - '- " - 4k
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12. Potentially Adverse Conditions.-." Earthquakea that Could Affect the

Site Sigificantly.

13. Potentially Adverse Conditions --.Indication that the Frequency or''.. -

Magnitude of Earthquakes may Increase. - -- K.*.

14. Potentially Adverse Conditions -- More Frequer., ^cusrsnce of
Earthquakes at the Site than in the, R ;ion. ; - -

1S. Potentially Adverse Conditions -- Evidence of Igneous Activity Since

the start of the QuaternaryjPeriod. .,:,,

I, .
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4.0 APPLICATION OF PXSULTS--, -rf^t_

She results of this study will be used for,the support of performance:

assessment and desian studies. Performance assessment studies will use thiss

study as a source of information on the probability 
and effects of tectonicp.-".

processes and events on waste package performance.,

4.* Reso.uflon c: Desian r ea r normance ISSUes-

The performance assessment analyses that 
will use the information produced'byt

this study are:1

1. Issue 1.4, Waste package performance objective 
for contairment;

Activity 1.4.4.1, Estimate of ther ates and mechanisms of containerd

degradation in the repository environment 
for anticipated andu

unanticipated processes and events, and calculation 
of coniainer .. f

failure rate as a function of time.,

2. Issue 1.E, 1ZRC Siting Criteria1 10.CFR-60.122(c)(11,) (12), 113)1. 14),a

and (15), potentially adverse effectsoef earthquakes, 
activef olding,f:-. -

faulting, and igneous activity.3

3. Issue 1.9, Highe: Level Findings: 10 CFR 960.4-2-1(c)(1), 32), 3), and(

14), potentially adverse effectsoof-earthquakesp 
active folding,-,

faulting, and igneous activity..

This study Will also provide information that will 
be used in the preparation'

of designs for the repository drifts, 
waste-emplacement boreholes, and wastep

packages to address tectonic hazards related to earthquake ground 
motion, .

faulting, and deformation resulting from distributed shear. Design studies thatw

will use this dataa are Information Need 
1.11.3 -Products 1.11.3-5 and 1.11.-3 i

in SCP Section 6.3.2.2.3) and Issue 1.10, Postclosure Waste PackageC

Characteristics.4

4.2 Interfaces with Other Site Characterization Studies.

This study plan afad"Iects.the planning of other site characterization studi-s.by',

making specific requests for information'products from certain site

characterization activities involved in'field.data collection's The nature of

these requests and the activities needed..-to,�provide them are described in

Sections 3.1 through 3.4.

Some of the information collected for this study and the results of the analyses

performed will also be used as input into the analyses performed in

investigation 6.3.1.8.3 (Tectonic Effects on �ydrology) and Investication

.6.3.1.6.4 (Tectonic Effects on Geochemistry)

r
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5.0 SCHEDULES AS:- 1LESS0ES

5.1 Duration and Pelationships of Study Plan Activities

* ,e

The duration and relationships of the four major 
groups of activities described

in Sections 3.1 to 3.4 are given in Figure 5-1 and Table 5-1. 
Each of these

four groups is relatively independent of the others, 
although some of them rely

on the same information items to be supplied 
by data-gathering activities in

other studies.

5.2 Schedulina Relative to Other Studies

The four analyses in this study depend on the receipt 
of data from activities ina

other studies to complete their assessments. Therefore, the schedule for the

completion of this study is constrained by the 
schedule of other studies,

providing data. Figure 5-1 shows the current scheduled dates when the major .

data-gathering activities that constrain this 
study are planned to have their

data available for analysis.. The schedules shown on the figure have been

revised and updated from the schedules showni'in Section 8.5 of the SCP. i The -

reports, design activities and performance assessment activities that will 
use S

the reports generated by this study are listed 
in Sections 3,.6 and 4.1.

During the period when data are being gathered 
by other activities, the

activities in this study will be involved in the 
development and testing of. -

analysis techniques and in monitoring the progress 
of the data-gathering"

activities. Close coordination between the data-gathering 
and analysis

activities is important to assure that the needed 
information is obtained. The

activities in this study will monitor progress 
in the data gathering to,

determine if information of the proper type and accuracy is obtained.

Preliminary data will be evaluated and preliminary analyses completed. If it is

found that the data being obtained are not sufficient to complete the analyses

with the desired level of confidencethe activities in this study will request

information of greater accuracy or different type." The nature of the data being

collected will also influence the methods used to complete 
the analyses and

assessments. The results of preliminary analyses will be reviewed to determine

if changes in approach are required. -The monitoring of data as it is collected ._-

and the completion of preliminary analyses should allow the final analyses and

reports to be completed soon after the da:a-gathering activities are finished.

5.3 ,Schedule -

The milestones indicating the scheduled completion dates of the four major.tasks

in this study are shown in Table 5-1. :The completion dates for these milestones

have been revised and do not correspond exactly to the dates given in the 
SCP - '

schedule (SCP Figure 8.3.1.8-10 and SCP Table e.3.1.6-90 -

;Sizes

8.3.1.8.2.1
. . .. M .I
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Surmary Of Study Plan Milestones And ScheduleTable 5-1.

milestone -g Scheduled Completion bate
. (Months after start of study)

.-. :

Conduct readiness review and prepare/approve 3-->'-
Test Planning Package , .- 2 .Y . . .- -.

Complete calculations of the number of waste 18
packages intersected by a fault

Draft report available to the DOE on vibratory 51
ground motion that could affect waste package
performance -

Draft report available to the DOE on the assessment .5
of waste package rupture due to igneous intrusion. - --

Draft report available to the DOE on the assessment 62
of waste package rupture due to faulting

Draft report available to the DOE on the assessment 62
of waste package rupture due to folding andy
deformation . .

"--.-..- t�
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APPEtlDIX A;,,
QUALITY ASSUP.ACEL LQUIRENTS

This 5:udy Plan was prepared in accordance with Yucca Kountain Site.
Characterization Project Procedure, AP-l.1OQ, 'Preparation, Review, and Approval -
of SCP Study Plans,' Rev. 3, 03/26/91, and supersedes DOE Letter DCD-282,
10/24/BS. QA grading for this study will be determined in accordance with
currently appli:able procedures (i.e., AP-5.28Q and AP-6.17Q) prior to the start
of the work.
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Table A-1. Sumary of Documents and Procedures That Will Address Each,
of the 18 Nuclear QA Criteria APage 1 of 3)

NQA-1 Criterion Docum ents/Procedures Addressing Criterion . -

--------------- --------afeael f.. *sne f

1. Organi:ation Project Office organizational
responsibilities and interfaces are
described in the Project Office QAPPF
(N-QA-045,-10.88) and Quality Management-'
Procedure (QtQ): -01-O O (N-QA-015, 12/87
and N-QA-016.- /8 7

2. SQA Prog:am3  A sumnary description of the Project Of fice' -
QA program (QAF) is in Section 8.6 of the :> ..
SCP.- The Project Office QAPP and the - -
SAIC/T&MSS QAPP have been consolidated into.- :
one QAPP (W2O/S8-l, Rev. 1, 4/89). The ::-
QAP is described in detail in Section II
of the QAPP.-

3. 'Desian and Scientific
investigation Control"

QMP-02-0l, Rev..1, MEB. Qualification,'
P.-roficiency, and Training.

As per Section Ill of the Project Office
QAPP,'this study plan is a scientific -
investigation. The following procedures,"
apply:

QW-03-0l, .Rev. l, 1/89. Peer Reviews.,

QMF-03m02, 'n preparation. Scientific
Investigation Control.

OMP-03-03;11n DreDaration. Use of Software.

4. zProcuz
"' A Conts

,-

& Ks.

'a. rr-. t-. -A

QME-03-05, In preparation. Verification:.-fi .
and Validation of Software.

QMP-03-07, In preparation. So'.ware Approval.

rement Document Section IV of the Project Office QAPP and
.o1' QKP-04-01, Rev. 0, 4/88.

' .LE r14a.'t'.. -
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Table A-1.

NQA-l Crit
fa~ft --- "---

5. *Insti
and

Swo ary of Documents and Procedures that Will Address Each of
the 16 Nuclear QA Criteria'' i(page 2-of 3):

:erion Documents/Procedures Addressing Criterion..-
-~~ - - -f - -- - - ;------------------ ---------

ructions, Procedures, The activities in this study are performed '
Drawings, according to the procedures described in

Section 3 of this study plan.

QWe-O5-02, Rev. 0, 5/27/68. Preparation and -
Control of ETPs.

6. 'Document Control'

7. 'Control of Purchased,
Material, Equipment,
and Services".

8. 'Identification and
Control of Items,
Samples, and Data'

9. 'Control of Special
Processes'

QM2-06-02, Rev. 1, 12/1/88.
.Control.- .. I ....:-

Document

QMP-06-03, Rev. 1, 2/22/88. Document
.Review/Acceptance/Approval.

Section VIZ of the Project Office QAPP and:.
Q -O7-03,. Rev. 0, 4/11/88.

Section VIII of the Project Office QAPP,
Part Ct, 4/20/89.:.

Not applicable

I ;.i

- 41 � .

10. 'inspection'

11. 'Test Control"

12. 'Control of Measuring
and Test Equipment"

13. 'Handling, Storage, and
Shipping*

14. 'Inspection, Test, and-'
Operating Status'

15. 'Control of Nonconforming
Items'

Not applicable

Not applicable

. - ... I ..

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Section XV of the Frc
:QeP-15-0l, Rev. 1,
Nonconformances

)ject Office Q0
5/27/88.:

* . .
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Table A-l. Sunmary of Documents an 
d Frocedires"That Will 

Address Each of: -.

the lE. Nuclear OA Criteri a (plge~ 3 o£:1f. 
. ::

NOA-1 Criterion 
Documents/Procedures Addressing 

Criterion :. - ->1

It. "Corrective Action " .:-. Se nion ',XV.."of the .ProjectOffice QAPP.-.-<---- 
.Q

9M -0 -01; Rev. , 012/10/64. .Corrective:-sw., i.

- - ACti an ` 0- i2

- ~ ~ ~ ~ -",2o-o Re~v.:1 I/5/69 0 Standard:. >< -:i.-

- Deficiency Reporting. 
-: ;

17. z~aiyAsrneSection 
XVII of the Project 

Office ORSP antd:;; .

Records ' .- QP17-01 J AIV'i0~o 1/11/e9. : Record Souc-; -........................

-~~~~~~~~..and Reco rd Vse su 'Responsibilities. ̂  --^:.................. -.

16. "Audits* 
Section M 11 of the Project Office QhP.U9 P i

Qt-16-010, Rev. 3, '1013/88.:, Audit SysteM.s> ................... t'-

- QMP~~~~~- 1 8 -0 2 , R e v . . . .... , .5 1 2 7 / 8 6 . S u r v e i l l a n c e ."--............. '

M~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M 
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